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speaking appearance
at City College
Hrticle by Rob Wallace on p. 6
PHIL HAN
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LIVING AFTER THE TERROR
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By Andrew Kennis

-- -

s part of a project with the Fray
tional one and its immediate toll sticks with
entrance, you quickly notice the woodBartolome Center for Human
you for months, while the memories themen and overcrowded shacks that are
Rights, based out of San Cristobal
selves are truly unforgettable. From the
strewn about the mountainside where
de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico,
moment one arrives at the entrance of Acteal,
Acteal resides. Barefooted children,
Ryan Foster and myself, Andrew Kennis, conwhich is perched on a hill on the side of a
whom have no school to go to, run
mountain, one is taken aback by Acteal 's grief about with their bellies protruding
ducted human rights observation work in the
from under their tattered shirts due to
municipality of Chenalho and the pueblos of and impoverishment.
Its grief is immediately evident by the statmalnutrition (a rampant and long time
Acteal and Yibeljoj. We conducted human
ue that adorns the side of the road near the
epidemic in Acteal, which plagues
rights interviews, recorded and sometimes
entrance of Acteal. The monument, called the
most of the community).
photographed military movement activities
"Statue of Shame" and created by the Danish
Adding to the emotional impact of
and helped with some of the labor work that
sculptor, Jens Galschiot, is dedicated annually
the visit is the fact that there are
the community needed to survive (in Yibeljoj,
to
different
places
in
the
world
that
have
been
inspiring
and remarkably uplifting
one had to walk 45 minutes just to get to some
victim to a human rights atrocity. Acteal 's
aspects of Acteal as well. The people
decent water and to get their wood as well).
atrocity took place on December 22, 19 97 , of Acteal are extremely friendly, hosSuch an experience enabled us, first-hand, to
whereby
a Mexican and U.S. supported parapitable and outwardly happy - albeit,
get a handle on what these brave people conmilitary went on a killing spree that took the
underneath the smiles exists what is an
tend with on a daily basis.
lives of 45 indigenous residents of Acteal, the
obvious lifetime of impoverishment,
Acteal and Yibeljo, Chenalho, Chiapas,
majority
of
whom
were
women
and
children.
A
even
evident solely by the often horriMexico: Writing about Acteal is no easy task,
ble conditions of the teeth of Acteal's
as anyone who has visited Acteal and subsesign also accompanies the entrances that
ii--er-e-in--·.....
.r.e::..-.Si.MW-e...K:nt-s,-who-.a~ ~hou t .any access.
g·uently "tr1ed to.
asmuchcaiiprobabfyteit • re ads,--- ,·,welcome tot fie ~ H o l ~....
to dental care. Nevertheless, the spirit
you. The experience of visiting this devastated
one year, 45 died in martyrdom whom were
and hope of the people of Acteal live
and highly impoverished pueblo (village,
praying and trying to help preserve the life of on, as is plainly clear through their
town, or community), which resides in rural
the community and the peace of Acteal."
good-natured humor and friendliness.
The
poverty
of
Acteal
is
also
immediately
southeastern Mexico and consists of 250 famnoticeable. As you walk down the hill from the
continued on next page
ilies and about 500 refugees, is a very emo-
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The minute that we wa1ked down the dirt
and wooden stairwell at the entrance of
Acteal, we were greeted by an elderly
indigenous woman who asked in broken
Spanish (the overwhelming majority of
Acteal's residents, only speak Tztosil, an
indigenous language), "l tienes ham bre?"
(are you hungry?). We answered just a little
bit, but that was all it took to be instantly
scurried off to the communal kitchen and
seated. Soon thereafter, we were served
beans, rice, tortillas, and coffee that were

._

~:;... ..

natural surroundings are breathtaking. As
mentioned above~ Acteal resides on a mountain hilltop and is surrounded by other mountains that are in the midst of a lush jungle forest, which only rarely is not overcast by a
misty and mystical fog. pespite the inspiring
aspects of Acteal, however, its poverty and
grief left greater imprints on us than anything
else.
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ic exploitation in the world. The most
recent uprising in 1994 by the Ejercito
Zapatista Liberacion Nationai (National
Zapatista Liberation Army, or EZLN)
was a shock to the Mexican government.
Their reaction was to institute a brutal
military occupation that exists to the
present and has been condemned roundly
by international and Mexican national
human rights groups.
The situation that grew out of the
uprising is not an uncommon one, and is
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Mexican Zapatistas
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made and/or harvested in or nearby Acteal.
A family prepared the food for us and as we
later found out, this responsibility is rotated
on a weekly basis between the families of
Acteal who cook for those who cannot eat
with their families (as for example, many
harvest coffee in the fields until late hours
at night), those who don't have families to
eat with (i.e. because of the massacre), or
for visitors like us.
Aside from the incredibly hospitable and
friendly character of the people of Acteal,
another inspiring facet of Acteal is that its

LEADING UP TO THE MASSACRE

long with Oaxaca, which is the northern neighbor of Chiapas, both states
are Mexico's poorest and most densely
populated indigenous states in the country.
Accordingly, they have also been amongst the
most exploited regions of Mexico, amongst its
natural resources and its people. This has been
the case for 500 years, and as such, explains
the preponderance of indigenous uprisings and
resistance to some of the most severe econom-

A

similar to that of Colombfa (though less
in scale and terror). The standard story is "'l
a familiar one: the military winds up
receiving more of or at least the contin- 1
ued support of the U.S., in terms of military training, "strategic" advice and of
course most crucially, financial support
and arms sales. On the diplomatic front,
the U.S. makes sure not to make a bit fuss
about the increased human rights violations that inevitably (and predictably)
continued on next page
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follow. For decades now, the connection
between the level of U.S. military support
for a particular client regime and the
level of human rights violations have had
a particular correlation to each other, a
relationship that has been well estab1 lished arid noted (see especially the work
_done ·by Lars Schultz, and later on by
,JNoam Chomsky and Edward Herman).

~f§ffiiJlm
13-year-old Guadalupe Vazquez Luna, whose
mother. father and five sisters all were killed
in the massacre. Guadalupe describes her
first-hand account in the following manner:
"We were in the chapel praying for peace when
about 90 men burst in and started shooting at
everybody, even babies. Then they went
through the village shooting. The assassins ran
after me and my father. When my father was
hif by a _bullet, he shouted, 'Run, Lupita, run,'

deeply religious community that is devoutly
Catholic, which explains why there were a
number of people praying in the middle of a
weekday afternoon in the community
church. Finally, it is the base of an organization called Las Abejas, a civil society
type alliance between communities in the
municipality of Chenalho, whi-ch have taken
up indigenous refugees who have been terrorized and driven off their land by PRI supJ
Mexico has consistently been the 2nd
ported paramilitaries, like P&J.
,
highest recipient of U.S. military
1
In part, these facts are part of the
aid while of course, then also
mystery of the massacre of Acteal.
,, ' being ranked as the 2nd highest
Why attack a pacifist Catholic comviolator of human rights in the
munity when. there is another small
hemisphere by a number of
community right next to Acteal, that
respected human rights organizais an official supporter of the
tions ( only Colombia ranks higher,
Zapatistas and is one of its
which is accordingly the top recipautonomous municipalities? Even
ient of U.S. military aid and supSubcommandante Marcos was befudport).
dled and asked, "Why? How many
Despite Mexico's accomplishmore? Until when?" in a commu, ments in the human rights violanique written shortly after the masI tions standings, such notorieties
sacre - one of the many that he has
are not often recognized. In large
given as the popular and internation' part, this is explained by the
ally renown spokesperson of the
)J dependence of the mainstream
EZLN.
•r media on the U.S.
State
Some have tried to answer these
Department as a significant source of
but I couldn't. Again he told me, 'Run, run,'.
difficult questions, including even those
news (and unsurprisingly, the State
and I ran faster than the bullets until I couldwho have survived the massacre themDepartment does not pay much mind to
n't run anymore. Forty-five people died that
selves. In an official communique from the
the crimes committed by their client
----W...QlSll.SJ.!rvivors ,Q[_ tJ.l~1P~~gi.cre addressed
-~ regi~aj.Iti~ also explatneci~ ho-;-ever,• --0a~n..ou~llage
Although not all of the assailants have
towards the United Nation;, they ~ttd that:
1 by the quite servile state of the intellibeen convicted, most have and have been sen"A}tµough Las Abejas (the bees) is a
gentsia in the U.S. More specifically
tenced to 35 years in prison for their murderpacifist organisation,~ they have sought to
r though, the explanation for the lack of
ous and cowardly acts. Nevertheless, that does
repress and to kill us by arming paramiliattention also lies in a familiar technique
2
not erase the fear that still fives on in the
tary groups made up of indigenous memthat Mexico has engendered.
hearts of the residents of Acteal, much less
bers of the Institution~! Revolutionary Party
It is not, as one might reasonably
their sorrow for their many lost loved ones. As
(PRI). Backed by the Federal Army and the
expect, the Mexican military who has
Guadalupe duly noted, "54 children were left
Public Security Police, some of them are the
'committed the majority of the human
orphans by the massacre," of course, including
material and intellectual authors of a low
, rights violations in southeastern Mexico.
herself.
intensity war that is trying to exterminate
Instead, it has been the paramilitaries
Perhaps worst of all is the fact that the
organized indigenous people because they
, who most often directly commit the
whole massacre could have easily been avoiddo not belong to the PRI. That is why they
i crimes. The paramilitaries generally coned. Local human rights groups in the small
murdered our 45 brothers and sisters, men,
sist of impoverished indigenous people
city of San Cristobal de las Casas (about a 2women and children, on December 22,
who are bought off with food, weapons,
hour drive away from Acteal) desperately tried
1997. This massacre was neither personal
and military training. This is almost an
r.
to contact local Mexican government officials
reveng~, nor part of an ethnic or religious
l
identical situation with Colombia, where
to no avail, as they had received numerous tips
war. This war has been planned and directed
its paramilitaries are estimated by humap.
and warnings about the imminent massacre,
at the highest levels of government and
f rights groups as committing about 80
days before it occurred. Further, as already
turned into confrontations between indigeJ percent of the human. rights violations in
noted, P&J·(a paramilitary) had received crunous brothers by the paramilitaries."
, , Colombia. In the case of Mexico, it was a
cial aid from the Mexican and U.S. governLocal human rig}:lts groups were not the
paramilitary group that committed the
ments, and more specifically from the current
only ones tryi,n_g to contact the Mexican
_1 worst of the atrocities since the EZLN
patty. in power in Mexico, the Institutional
government to try and stop the impending
, 'uprising and the subsequent military
Revolutionary Party (PRI), which had held
massacre. Residents of Acteal tried to as
~ occupation: that was, of course, the mas_power for 70 yec1;rs at the executive level and
well. In the same. letter, the women of
~i sacre in Acteal in 1997.
almost completely at the legislative level as
Acteal note:
well.
"Since May 1997 we had_ been warning
THE MASSACRE
Important to mention is not only the generthe state government and the national and
THEY WILL NEVER FORGET
al context and background in Chiapas that was
international press about the existence of
noted above, but also some basic facts about
paramilitary groups in Chenalho, but the
t
happened on the horrible
Acteal itself. It is a pacifist community that
government continued to deny it. We gave
day of December 22, 1997, is
while having sympathy and support for the
another warning in September of the same
r
·_
perhaps best recounted by one
EZLN's demands, chooses to disagree with its
year before the massacre at Acteal when the
• i: of Acteal's most grief-stricken residents:
decision to be an armed group. It is also a
..,
continued on next page
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paramilitaries had killed over 30 of our
brothers, but again the government did
nothing. That's why the National
Human Rights Commission sent a recommendation to the Chiapas ·state
government stating that they should
provide us with protection and support, but they ignored it."

AFTER THE MASSACRE
n interviews that we conducted, we
found that P&J had continued to
threaten and abuse Acteal for some
time after the massacre. Witnesses

I

would describe incidents where crops
would be destroyed by P&J and also
where verbal threats would be
unleashed on the pacifist community.
Additionally, the continued military occupation has taken its toll on
the community as well. In past human
rights reports that we read for the
organization we were reporting for,
there were accounts of children running in fear of helicopters and passing
military trucks with armed soldiers.
By the time we had come to the community, seemingly many such fears
had subsided with the taking down of

more than an occasional chicken leg that we or
anybody else in Acteal was able to eat.
Medicine is slight to non-existent in
Yibeljoj, while both communities continue to
linger on without any school to provide education for their children. Acteal had tried to have
a school for a while, but tried to do as much on
their own which led to problems that would
close down the school. The last we heard,
Acteal was settling on receiving a government
school, but such a concession may not produce
results for a long time, despite Acteal 's right to
have a government-funded public school. That
is just the way the Mexican bureaucracy works
when it is dealing with indigenous people,
whose attitude towards indigenous peoples is
pro~ably ~~st exemplified ~y what Senator
Sod1 de T1Jera stated, who 1s from the sup-

_2;~Y~~!Y. c1!e~£Js.e,oin,!],,~!i..Qi~.).£..S..§.e~.il).~ed_
of heii'copter fly-by's (not one
occurred
during
our
stay).
Additionally, the vitality of P&J
seemed to be in serious doubt follow-

-

-·

--- .;

:;--~,,

ing the loss of the PRI in the
Presidential election, the first time in
70 years, and the subsequent change of
power in the command structure of the
military. This reportedly made P&J
scared and reluctant to continue its
campaign of terror and intimidation.
Still however, the looming threat of
another massacre lives on, as there are
Mexican/ U.S. supported.paramilitary
groups that are alive and well and the
revitalization of P&J is always a possibility.
While helicopters and paramilitaries like P&J are less of a threat
today than in the past, poverty still
lingers on in, worsening even further
in recent years. A 'neighboring displaced indigenous village ·that I also
visited, named Yibeljoj and also a
member of the Las Abejas., as well as
beipg a pacifist Catholic community,
lias an even worse sifoati611 in this
regard. Yibeljoj has riot received the
kind of slight, but beneficial international attention that Acteal has had,
which has made a smail but significant
difference in the lives of the people of
Acteal.
For instance, Acteal .now has electricity and some basic plumbing.

by the government. As has been noted above,
most of the refugee families of Las Abejas
were driven off their land by PRI-supported
para-military groups that terrorized and sometimes killed what were often pacifist Catholic
indigenous campesinos. If there was one incident that drove people away from their homes
more than any other, it most certainly was the
aftermath of the Acteal massacre, which have
caused many of these families to have lived as
refugees ever since Uust about four years).
In a series of returns, 788 refugees from
142 families have gone back to their communities of original origin. The first return was
earlier this summer, on August 28, the second
on September 30, the third on October 11 and
the most recent one on October 22. Despite the
returns there were still reservations. as
expressed by Mariano Perez Vazquez,
spokesperson for Las Abejas, who officially
wrote to Chiapas Governor Pablo Salazar that
the refugees are still "afraid" as they return to
territories "where the paramilitaries are, and
they continue to be armed."

Yibeljoj has neither of these f~cilities.
Nevertheless, both communities continue to
live on in poverty, as both ar~ stricken with
frighteningly high rates of malnutrition and
neither have any dental care whatsoever.
Malnutrition continues to plague communities
in large part, according to one resident doctor
from Acteal (a displaced resident himself, as
well), as a result of a lack of a varied diet.
Beyond the beans, rice, tortillas and coffee we
had our first day, there was really not much

"~i~er_aI_". ~:rty

of • ~exico, , the

etrruC'tahc Revolutionary71:iny (PRD) . .A:s he
put it, "Indian peoples practically do not exist"
today, .and aJP,Ong those- who do, they are only
organized in just a handful of "small communities."
Acteal, Yibelj oj and all the rest of the communities who belong to the Las Abejas organization attribute much of this continued and
worsened poverty to the effect NAFTA has had
on their staple crops, ce,rn-ffi'l.d--ceffee. P-ricesfor both have dropped tremendously for both
crops as U.S. based multi-national corporations have flooded the market with cheap
goods. Such exports have been able to be
cheap, ironically, as a result of the back-breaking labor of the many Mexican migrant farm
workers who work in the U.S. and also as a
result of the high subsidies that the U.S. agribusiness industry receives. This is what the
people of Acteal have to compete with, in what
is considered ''free trade" between equal par;:.
ties. In reality, NAFTA has oeen ·more of a
multi-national corporatist profectionist agreement than anything else, which has had devas-'·
tating effects for the- many· indigenous ·coniniu• nities like Yibeljoj a~d Acteal.

' Even

FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS PERSIST

>

with the modest progress experienced by the indigenous communities in
terms of the lessening of the threats of
the paramilitaries, the lessening to near nonex_istent presence of menacing checkpoints,
and the return of the refugees, fundamental
problems, linger on and the Fox administration
is far from having "solved the Chiapas problem in 15 minutes," as he boasted he would:do
during his campaign.
Extreme poverty, some remaining displaced residents, poor to non-existent health
care, and education are still fundamental problems that persist in these impoverished communities, throughout the region and beyond
(including such neighboring highly indigenous
populated states like Oaxaca). Thus, even if all
the paramilitary groups ceased to exist and
even if all the Mexican mpJtary wi!~d!e!". their
occupaffon completely (as of now, after 7 b.ro;eclosings as a result of Zapatista demands
sought and won after their caravan this past
March, ov~r 245 bases pei:sist t9 ~xt~t to t_his
-day), fundamental problems would continue tb
exist. Ceftainl.y: thi~ ·wilr ,coh~iflue-lo..'tre tlre" T-

RECE~T DEVELOPMENt WITH
case unless civil society and the public. c~n
.REFUGEES-8F LA~ ABEJAS .. T- .. _ aptly_aµplyT signific;wt_en.9µ,gh_P.ressure to the·
In a brave and courageous move, the
Mexicc.tn government, the U.S. government,
refugees who are part·of the cortntmnities that , ,, and pseudo-governmental intyrnational finanform the oiganizat'ion Las ~bejas have decidcia\ institutions such as the International
ed to return to fliefr ~original liomes; 'despite ·Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the.J.1/ota.d
the fact that their security was not guaranteed
Trade Organization.
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By Rob Wallace.
the CUNY Emergency Legal Defense Project, said the
interpretation of the rule was too sweeping. He made a
distinction between events funded by tax-levy funds and
those paid for with student activity fees. "Activity fees
can't be regulated to provide equal time for all candidates," the way tax-levy funds can, McGuire said.
"Student-run events do not have to worry about [the
equal-time policy]," McGuire said.
Rodin told Newsday in 1997 that the policy had
been in place for twenty years. But until Messinger was
blocked from speaking at Kingboro, such a policy had
never really been enforced. Mayoral candidate Giuliani
STUDENT EVENT BLOCKED
spoke at the Graduate Center in 1993. During the 1997
The United Federation of Students, Students for campaign, mayoral candidates Messinger and Fernando
Educational Rights, and the Undergraduate Student Ferrer spoke at City College and Al Sharpton at Hunter
Government (USG) sponsored a May IO forwn on "the College. This year Ferrer and Peter Vallone spoke at
Road to City Council." Scheduled to appear were can- Queens College.
didates running for City Council positions in Council
Recently, the Asian Studies Program at City
Districts I, 9, IO and 38. Candidates scheduled to College sponsored a forwn for candidates for the
appear included former CUNY students Y danis Manhattan borough presidency and City Council seats
Rodriguez and Miguel Martinez who were both vying in Districts 7 and 9. According to Peter Waldvogel of
for the District 10 seat in nearby Washington Heights.
Asian Studies, the program invited all candidates for
According to Felipe Pichardo of the United those positions to speak and most showed up. "We hesFederation of Students, the application for the event was itated to go through with this because of the political
approved by Finley Student Center's Events nature of the event, but we wanted to do our part to
.Agplications Committee. Getting an event approved by improve the campus," Waldvogel said.
the committee is an arduous process. The application
Waldvogel said event or.ganizers "faced lots of
requires multiple· signatures and typically must be sub- bureaucracy" from the administration and had to post.l!l\tt..W a month·!Il advance of the actu_!11-event.- _
-pone.the event for two_weeks because of it. Waldv?gel
The Vice President for Finance and Managemerif.. aid say therequirenient to-invite all·candidates is ''the
· has final approval on events applications. The VP's sig- right thing to do," as the Asian Studies program receives
nature is usually proforma, but Barbara Gliwa,_VP for funds from the college. But he also wondered whether
Finance and Management at that time, refused students should be required to do the same.
Pichardo's application. She cited a CUNY-wide policy
requiring all candidates running for a political office
GREEN TEAM STEAMS THROUGH
must be offered an opportunity to speak at CUNY
events. The sponsoring organizations of the "Road to
How, then, did Mark Green appear at City College
without other mayoral candidates being invited? The
City Council" event had not done so.
"I believe in free speech," Gliwa told the Advocate. following is a reconstruction, as best as this writer
But without inviting all the candidates, such events understands it, of Green's appearance.
"implied an endorsement" by the campus.
A Green staffer said Green wanted to present his
"We have a responsibility to be an open campus," plans for New York's public school system at a public
slie said about her decision to block the students' event. -university, rather than at a private college like Columbia
or NYU. By doing so, the campaign worker continued,
Green wanted to send a political message he supported
OLD POLICY NEWLY ENFORCED?
public education at all levels.
The practice of denying candidates access to
According to former USG Executive VP Hanna
CUNY campuses began during the 1997 mayoral cam- Seifu-Teferra, the Green campaign told USG CUNY
paign. Democratic Party candidate Ruth Messinger was Central "approved" Green's appearance at City College.
deajed access to Kingsboro College by then-Kingsboro Calls to CUNY Central seeking confirmation were not
president Leon Goldstein. Messinger was also later returned.
blocked from speaking at Queens College.
At some point the Office of Urban and Government
Rudolph Giuliani, Messinger's electoral opponent, Affairs at City College secured a room for Green to
declared he had "nothing to do" with blocking speak in. According to Wendy Thorton, Director of the
Messinger's speech. As mayor, Giuliani appoints five Finley Student Center, Finley, which usually regulates
members of CUNY's Board of Trustees and controls room use for events, had nothing to do with obtaining
funding to CUNY's community colleges.
Green a room. Karen Witherspoon of Urban and
Roy Moscowitz, an attorney for CUNY Central, Government Affairs stated she could not remember
sent a memo to Professor Susan O'Malley, who had whether the USG or the Green team contacted her to
sponsored Messinger's Kingsboro appearance, detailing begin the process of getting Green a room.
the rationale for denying Messinger access. Moscowitz
Seifu-Teferra denied USG sponsored Green's
declared political candidates could not appear on event.
CUNY campuses without their opponents because the
Xeroxes of the poster announcing Green's appeartax code prohibits tax-exempt campuses from sponsor- ance at City College did not list any City College group
irtg political activities.
sponsoring the event, as is required. The posters did,
To a query about whether the Board of Trustees however, have a fax ID printed on the top of the poster:
wrote the policy, Rita Rodin, CUNY spokesperson, "Urban and GovernmentalAff. I 212 650 6415."
replied the University Office of Legal Affairs estabSeifu-Teferra said that Green's people approached
lished the policy.
USG solely for suggestions for a good room on campus
Student-rights attorney Ron McGuire, Director of and a professor willing to introduce Green at the event.
ate in the Spring 2001 semester the City
College administration blocked student efforts
to bring City Council candidates to speak on
campus. On the very day and time the City
CdUncil candidates were originally scheduled to appear,
the administration permitted mayoral candidate Mark
Green to speak at CCNY without proper authorization.
The Green campaign, meanwhile, played students,
faculty and administrators against each other in securing Green's opportunity to speak at City.
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According to Seifu-Terferra, USG showed the Green
people several rooms and gave the campaign Professor
Lily Hoffinan's name. Hoffman runs a speakers serit?s at
the Rosenburg/Humphrey Program in Public Policy.
Seifu-Teferra learned only later that the Green people told Hoffinan that Green's appearance was being
"sponsored" by the USG and that's why Hoffinan
agreed to introduce Green.
A copy of the Green campaign's CCNY event
application, filled out just three days before the scheduled event, listed "the Friends of Green" as the applying
organization and was signed off by Horatio Gutierrez of
the Green campaign. The application declared Green
would "give a speech on education." No members of the
Events Committee signed off the Green application,
including VP Gliwa.
The Office of Urban and Government Affairs
chairs the Events Committee.
Gliwa said she never saw the application. She said
that this would not transpire again and agreed to permit
Pichardo to hold his event this fall. Gliwa has since
resigned as VP of Finance and Management.
Gutierrez, Green's "advance man" who got Green
on-campus, refused to speak when'. C'"Ontacted. J. -D.··
Plensker, spokesman for Green, said the Green campaign favors access to C ~ for all candidates, including Michael Bloomberg, Green's opponent in the general election .
-

CAMPAIGN PIT-STOP.

The Green.event took placy in the presidential dining room in the NAC faculty dip.ing hall ·cm May 10, at•
the same time the United Federation of Students' City
Council event was originally scheduled. Green spoke at
a lectern fronted by a "Green for Mayor" poster.
Professor Hoffman introduced Green and Green
gave his education address. After Green spoke, he took
questions. A reporter said that while there was nothing
fundamentally wrong with Green speaking at Cityany candidate invited should be welcomed-there
appeared to be a double standard in place: while Green
was permitted to speak, candidates students invited
were not.
Green replied that students would have to take it up
with CUNY administrators. He had nothing to do with
it, Green said.
"If elected Mark Green will be in a position of
selecting new CUNY Trustees and of greatly influencing how the Trustees run CUNY," Felipe Pichardo of the
United Federation of Students said.
"He would also be in a position to help rectify the
double standards CUNY students are confronted with.
If he chooses to. And I hope he chooses to," said
Pichardo, who, despite his beef with Green's appearance at City, voted for Green in the primaries.
During the event, Professor Hoffman denied the
reporter's mistaken impression she helped sponsor
Green's speech. After the event, the reporter overheard
Green thanking Professor Hoffman for introducing him
and wishing "good luck with him," pointing to the
reporter. It was, in this reporter's estimate, a classic
example of divide-and-conquer.
Green absconded from City College for the next
campaign pit stop. His campaign workers, meanwhile,
took down and packed up a set of blue curtains that they
had set up behind the lectern for Green's speech. The
curtains were the same color as the drapes in the City
Hall room where the mayor traditionally meets the
press. Faux drapes to make Green look mayoral.
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By Rob Wallace

f

dolph Giuliani recently addressed the administration's efforts at staunching the refugee
UN General Assembly. His city in part flow from "Baby Do~" Duvalier's brutal Haiti. "At
moking ruins, the platform seemed to my request," said Giuliani after sight-seeing Haiti by
rovide the mayor, who has already earned limo, "[Duvalier] gave me his personal assurance
comparisons with Churchill and
that Haitians returned to Haiti are
a British knighthood, appropriate
not, and will ~not be, persecuted."
gravitas. But Giuliani botched it,
Moral relativism and appeasement
-the Dr. Strangelove wrthi"nburst- at their vile finest.
ing out, the cloth of statesman
"You're either with civilization
draped on him like velvet across
or with terrorists ... We're right and
a ratty armchair. Not surprising
they're wrong," the mayor continfor a mayor who'll show terrorued at the UN. Giuliani, of course,
ists what democracy's about by
like W's father, was with the terrorcanceling the election. Says
ists. Presidents Carter and Reagan
Jimmy Breslin, Giuliani is "a litsupported the mujahedeen "freetle man looking for a balcony."
<lorn fighters" with arms and the
At the UN, damning the
training they used on the World
WTC attack and demanding
Trade Center.
action, Giuliani condemned
Giuliani's 'with us or against
"appeasement" and "moral relaus' is exemplary of the establishtivism." Interesting choice of
ment's efforts to wash its hands of
words from a man whose moral compass is firmly any blame while consolidating trembly liberals
anchored at the equator, rotating wildly.
behind the pro-war. agenda. Funny the agenda has so
Giuliani was Ronald Reagan~s number-three much in common with that of the Saudi-financed
man at the Department of Justice. Justice champi- Taliban: a religious, militaristic oiligarchy clamping
oned,Cuban refugees while.Giuliani spearheaded-the--down-on--cwil-Fights~-in·,the--Geld·War;-the"'t>ppo~
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CUNY Graduate Center student George
Martinez recently lost his bid to become the next
City Councilman for District 38 in Brooklyn.
Running on the Independent Party ticket, Martinez
received 12 percent of the popular vote in the
November election. Democrat Incumbent Angel
Rodriguez won the election with 70 percent of the
popular vote.
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COMING BACK FOR MORE

Conquest of Paradise" is how Ridley Scott named his
retelling of Christopher Columbus's discovery of North
America in 1492. A reverse journey to the stylish Lower
East Side Spanish spot 1492 is tantamount to the discovery of the
tantalizing tastes of tapas (hot and cold) you may find in a tapa bar
in southern Spain.
Whether served at the bar as appetizers with some delectable
rioja or in the warm and sober dining area, the 1492 tapas will leave
enduring sunny Spanish flavors in your mouth. The menu offers a
great variety of tapas such as the thinly sliced Serrano ham, cheeses,
olives flavored with ·herbs apd garlic, inviting omelettes, earthenware casseroles with shrimps a la plancha, baby octopus in its ink,
boquerones (anchovies), calamares, and more.
All these wonderfully exotic dishes are served with bread and
aioli mayonnaise. Make sure you do not walk out without trying the
inexplicable dish of almonds and dates clad in beacon, an absolute
must for the lovers of rich mixtures. Beyond the convivial culinary
experience, the sharing of tapas with friends is also a visual one: the
spread of ten elegant and enticing taP.as on the table is simply overwhelming. But behind the apparently bafllirtg variety are certain
basic traditions.
Originally, tapas are designed to accompany drink and good
conversation. Their elfin size renders them smooth to consume without interrupting the flow of conversation and prevents speedy inebriation. A little persepective: tapas means "cover" in Spanish and
finds its origins in Andalusia. In Andalusia, a saucer is customarily
placed to cover a glass of wine in order to keep the little fruit flies
from swarming in. A piece of food placed on the dish helped attract
clients to the wine bar. So the cook, usually the owner's wife, would
outdo herself to make more and better ones. Anyway, you get the
idea: go sample the tapa specialties of 1492. Bon appetit!
1492, 60 Clinton St
(@Rivington St), New York, NY)
(646) 654-1114

By Tamara Rosenberg
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nents, so alike, need each other. The people 'Of the
world are held hostage in between. We can decide
otherwise by demanding accountability for all mass
murderers: Osama bin Ladin and Henry Kissinger.

here are just times in New York when
you and your urban tribe want to meet
at a place that is not one's studio in the
village or one's 3-bedroom share in Soho.
Still, you want that place to feel warm and
cozy,_yet hip and happening. Manhattanites
can afford the contradiction sinqe for virtually any of their whims, there is just such a
place.
Now, what if this place was also the perfect setting for an early romantic rendezvous
and your place "de choix" to celebrate a
happy occasion and the spot for a late nightcap before wrapping the night up and the bar
where you :5imply want to rest your elbow for
a casual drink? Well, Lava Gina - good luck
with a proper pronunciation that will not
repel half of the friends you intend to meet
there - conveniently situated on Avenue C
between 7th and 8th streets - it only seems
so far away from everything, in reality it is in
the heart o( East Village night-life - is just
what you are on the lookout for.
It is all of the above and more. Let me
mention some of the features that render it a
quite unique place in the vast spectrum of
New York bar-life. The world music - mix
of African, Middle-Eastern, and Latino
music - attracts a very mixed crowd.
a
busy night, you may find yourself flocking
there with a young crowd straight out of a

T
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United Colors of Benetton ad. No matter how
early or late you happen to show up, chances
are you will find some quiet spot at the Vshaped bar where the staff will serve you
exotic drinks such as the Lava martini or the
delectable but dangerous Lava-Fiesta.
Through a clever trick of lights - and
not a trick of your inebriated imagination the mood of Lava Gina may mirror all of the
colors of the rainbow as the night unfolds.
You may feel blue when you enter and be
psyched to pink by the time you depart. If
you venture there on a Thursday night, be
prepared for some piquant belly-dancing and
some hi-tech palm reading - one lavishly
sits at the bar with her PC disclosing your
future, while the other engages in extravagant
contortions.
Lava Gina is the type of place that leaves
a taste of "come back" and if you manage to
keep to a tight enough Lava Gina schedule,
the owners, a pleasant pair, will eventually
greet you by your first name. Now, being on
a first-name basis with any Manhattan bar
owner is bound to win you heart. So, see you
there soon, again, and again, and again ...
LAVA GINA
116Avenue C
(@7th St) New York NY 10009
212-477-9319
http://www.lavagina.com
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By Nassima Rbdelii

o offset the disappearance of remedial tutor- highlighting experience and skills; a curriculum any other teaching or non-teaching instructional
ing in senior CUNY colleges and to address vitae; a list of 3 academic references with contact within CUNY.
the rampant and lingering deficiency in writ- information; and a writing sample, preferably a semThe duties assigned to CWFs range from tt
ing competency which plagues the majority of col- inar paper (maximum of 10 pages). Next year, the ing, to developing a curriculum related to enhanc
lege students, the CUNY Writing Fellows was creat- hiring process may slightly change.
writing skills across the disciplines, to gathering 1
ed. This initiative is only one component of the
After the closing date, the application packages germane to related aspects of the WAC initia
enhanced commitment to this important University- deposited in the Provost's office were sent to the such as researching the ethnographic profile o
wide issue.
applicants' individual college choices for review by individual college. But, each college can implen
Writing fellows are recruited from within the the Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) commit- the WAC initiative according to its specific need
body of full-time CUNY doctoral students who are tees on the college campuses. A selection committee
Currently, there are 104 CWFs working at th1
at level IT or level Ill. Students from the School of was asked to examine the applications and choose undergraduate CUNY colleges. The distributio1
Law at Queens College are also eligible. Application whom they wanted to interview. After the interviews CWFs across doctoral programs depends on
forms are available in the Provost's Office (Room were held, Anne Ellis, Special Assistant to the needs of the CUNY campuses. At present, al
8113 ). Information regarding the opening and clos- Associate Provost, was informed of their choice.
50% of the Ph.D. programs are represented in
ing dates of these applications circulates also via Anne Ellis contacted the selected candidates. If a
CWF program.
electronic mail in January.
candidate had been selected by more than one colFor further information on CWFs and for r
Last year, the hiring process began with com- lege, the candidate was allowed to choose where
year's opening and closing dates, please contact
pleting an application form that included informa- he/she would like to accept the Curriculum Writing
Anne
Ellis, CWF Program Coordinator, Office of
tion on: the dissertation topic or the academic spe- Fellow (CWF). The selection phase was completed
Provost,
Room 8113, The CUNY Graduate Cen
cialization; teaching experience (subject and number by early June 2001.
of years); and technological skills and experience.
CWFs are hired as Graduate Assistant A in a 365 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10016, 212-817-7284
The applicant was asked to select and rank from 1- non-teaching capacity for no more than two consec- mail AEllis@gc.cuny.edu.
7 a list of CUNY colleges where the applicant utive years. The salary is set at $22,118 for 450 nonwished to work. Two of those colleges had to be teaching hours (225 hours per semester) for a period
I would like to express my sincere gratitudl
community colleges.
running from September 1 through August 31 of the Anne Ellis, Special Assistant to the Associate Prov,
The number of choices which ranged froin 5 to 7 following year. The workload set at 15 hours per She worked reientlessly.to provide me wi(h the inJ
colleges varies from year to year based on the num- week can be modified by individual colleges with mation necess(lry to write this article. She did so l1
ber of open fellowships to be filled. In addition to the the permission of the Office of Human Resources at grace and professionalism. As always, ifyou have 1
application form, the student/applicant was also The Graduate Center and as long as the workload questions or wish to comment on this artide, plei
_ ._aske.d...to _pr0¥ide:_.a...one.-.page-statemeni.:bw~terest,.....,requir-ement.oR-25-,,holll'&-is-meh•~•S-:-cannot-hold---eontaet-me-aMabdelli89@hotmaitco,rt, ~
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WRITING FELLOW EXPERIENCES
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By Bonnie Oglensky :CUNY Writing Fellow at BronH Community College in response to questions· by ·Nassima Abdelli
escribe the application and the. hiring
process; did you have to write an essay and
around what subject were you interviewed?
If so please could you provide an example of questions asked?

D

examples?

Actually this varies quite a bit. My first year I
spent a lot of time developing workshops on topics
such as "Getting Started" (a free writing activity),
"Parts of a Research Paper," ~nd "Using Scholarly
The application process was fairly straightfor- Sources." I conducted these ad hoc as well as in
ward. I applied for a Writing Fellow position- classes in the Social Science department at BCC.
which involved filling out forms and writing an Designing the workshops involved internet research
essay, and going on interviews for the position. (there are great writing labs on line with
CUNY GC administration (e.g., Anne Ellis) was useful/usable materials), creating handout~, and
very organized and helpful in getting through this exploring with faculty the nature of their writing
process. To the extent that it is possible, I recom- assignments so that these could be incorporated into
mend talking to students who have served as Fellows my workshops/handouts.
to find out something specific about how the college
I also spent a good deal of time sitting in on
to which you are applying carries out its Writing classes and talking with faculty about their writing
Fellow and WAC (Writing Across The Curriculum) assignments to help revise and refine their own
activities. This will help you craft your essay and thinking about what they expected and wanted from
give you a sense about the priorities of the pro- students.
gram-and thus the kinds of questions that can be
I worked also departmentally to review materials
expected in an interview. For example, some pro- in order to develop a new section on the department's
grams emphasize tutoring' individual students on introduction to psychology exam in which students
basic writing, while other programs are looking for were askeci tq read an article and write an essay
people to be involved with facuJty exclusively about it. This was done partly to pegin to help stuaround writing issues. One question I was asked dents prepare for a new CUNY wide exam called the
during my interview was whether I had experience "CPE" a writing proficiency exam which students
working with remedial students-for community now must take to graduate from the community colcolleges, this seems like a fair question and to be lege.
· This year so far,. I have developed and run a
expected.
How long have you held the position?
preparatory., ,workshop for the CPE with fellow
I have been a Writing Fellow for three semesters. CUNY fellows, ran similar workshops in-classes,
The spring semester (2002) will be my final one.
and consulted with faculty on various writing assignWhat do you actually do? Can you provide short ments. The bulk of my time this year, however, is

spent tutoring .students on their writing assignmet
During both years, the Fellows from my cam1
have attended ,weekly meetings (sometimes ab1
substantive writing issues, sometimes ab,
dept/college politics and obstacles) and mont
WAC seminar meetings with faculty who are tea1
ing "Writing Intensive" courses.
The job is very varied at Bronx Commun
College in my department, at least-and all parts :
extremely interesting and engaging.
Did you choose the college and departm1
where you work and why?

Basically I chose the college and department l
here's the catch. I was applying for 2000-2001 a
there were ortly a handful of positions for that ye
because it was the 2nd year of the 2-year eye
Those applying for 2002-2003 will face the sai
dilemma-there are likely to be few positions
most Fellows hang onto the jobs for the 2-year eye
What 's the challenging part ofthis job and w}
do you like about it? Is there anything you hate abc
it and can be laid on paper?

I would say that the cha1lenging part of the job
navigating the various personalities and politics
the department within which one is working. Ea
faculty member will want something slightly dim
ent from the Writing Fellow (if there is in facLa
contact at all) and knowing how to read these dim
ences. is ,key. Also, working with students who
writing (and reading skills) are limited is stressfi
but I am finding, ultimately rewarding if expect
tions are realistic.
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MY WRITING [FEL10WSHIPl PROCESS: A~COMMU}(Jtt ACTIVITY
By Kimberlee J. Trudeau
riter's Note: I was invited by the Managing
Editor of the Advocate, Nassima Abde/li, to
describe my experiences in the Writing
Fellowship - from start (application) to finish (reflection).

ingful, acts of kindness), I went in to interview with two
people from the college for almost two horn's. It was
between myself and another social science student. She
got the job.
I applied for the Fellowship in May 1999, my second
OK, it wasn't the right thing for me. Soon afterward,
year in the Social-Personality Psychology Program at the I discovered that it was the right thing, just not the right
Graduate Center. At that time, according to the conclu- place. I got a call from another college, New York City
sion of my application cover letter, I had identified the Technical College, and was hired, basically on the spot,
Fellowship as an opportunity to "use my training to assist thanks to generous recommendation from the people I'd
others in their own academic pursuits, as my professors interviewed with at the other college weeks before. This
had done for me." I didn't have any teaching experience. "match," as she told me later herself, was facilitated by
Instead, the letter described my experiences mentoring Anne Ellis, an administrator for the Writing Fellowship
and being mentored by other students, including mentor- Program. I began the Fellowship in February 2000 ing in writing,as an undergraduate student and mentoring which means my time (two years) is about to run out!
in professional development skills as a graduate student.
Now for some reflection on the Fellowship itself.
In retrospect, probably the most important thing I shared When I began the Fellowship. I was unclear about what
was my appreciation of the writing process as a commu- my work would entail. Last spring the Writing Fellowship
nal activity. Even that letter was peer reviewed, as many Program invited us to write one~page reflections "about
documents since, by my dear friend and colleague, Ellie what it had entailed. I began that essay: "I have been busy
Buteau.
. .. using and developing my communication skills while
In addition to the application letter, I submitted a CV, learning and teaching the importance of writing at New
a writing sample, and short essay answers to questions York City Technical College." Within that reflection
about my dissertation topic, teaching experience, and piece, I described my experiences as a Writing Fellow:
technological skills/experience. At the bottom I listed five writing, reading about writing, talking about writing, and
colleges that I preferred, a list that was highly determined participating in workshops and conferences. I summed,
by location and library quality. I was grateful to not have "Writing to enhance thinking is not only my message to
to bother my advisor for a letter of recommendation.
faculty and students, it is also my job description!"
By the end of August, when the training sessions were
The Fellowship has been gratifying not only in the
supposed to begin, I figured out that my peer-reviewed actual application of these skills, but also because. of the
application had not passed the professional review. To be community in which I have been able to use them. Our
honest, .I was surprised and disappointed; I'd written a wonderful head-on-hands-off Writing Across the
damn good letter (Ellie thought so too!) - considering it Curriculum Coordinator, Professor George Ouida, took
was unclear""\,H,
wliat,exactlv
Twas annlv.ino.to ilo. ~~e.1-4,,r~guests
when. assigning,
us,to denartments.
I chose the
i-.t~'tli:\\h•"'=bj~ .. ,.,..~~;;/~~......,~
~.
.c.
llof 1999, I continued the 2nd year of my research posi- departments in the health sciences because of my interest
tion, using some of that time to finish data analysis for my in health psychology. Faculty from Nursing, Dental
1
second year project. I designated January as the time'to "Hygiene, Radiologic Technology, and Ophthalmic
get_ a new job, howe".er, by t~e end of November, I still Dispensing have all endured m_y writing-is-a-wonderfulhadn't applied for anything.
way-to-LEARN-as-well-as-to-communicate mantra at
That's when I got the phone call. There was a new one point or another. The most difficult part of this job
slot for a Writing Fellow at one of the colleges I'd applied has been getting them to repeat it with me. Their interest
to. I felt validated - my application was good. After a in the Writing Across the Curriculum Program is high, but
quick shopping trip at Macy's (Sue Zalk kindly vetoed my time and energy resources are low because of their many
too-casual attire; one among her many small, but mean- other commitments.
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Nevertheless, several of them have made integrating
writing into the curriculum a priority. Professors like
Kathryn Richardson and Ellen McGuinn in the Nursing
Department continue to impress me with their dedication
to teaching their diverse population of students in innovative and challenging ways. I've been delighted with the
opportunity to participate in their process of curriculum
development and I can attest that the curriculum is becoming more writing-friendly. In time, I hope, so-will the students!
In addition to enjoying my day-to-day Fellowship
responsibilities, I have also appreciated other professional
and personal perks. I have augmented my CV with multiple presentations, and, well, non-peer reviewed articles so
far; however, ·1 am collaborating with New York City
Technical College faculty on a: couple of manuscripts to
submit to nursing education journals. The money (albeit
no health benefits) and the time (especially the summer
and January breaks) also have been invaluable to my graduate school experience. But nothing is perfect: for example, an error in payroll last fall led to some students,
including myself, not being paid, without warning or
explanation, for over a month. And, as a spring starter,
I'm only getting paid for 23 out of 24 months of a "two
year fello~ship." Then again, they originally hired me for
only one and a half years AND I did get to visit my brother in Colorado ... I mean, I was fortunate enough to attend
the Prentice Hall Symposium on Student Achievement in
Denver as a representative from the New York City
Technical College Writing Across the Curriculum
Progr~m last June.
Overall, the people I've met and the experiences I've
hacl' 1h7ougfi.A1Tie Wnilng"""F'el1owship- Program have
enriched me in ways that a discipline-specific trajectory
never could have. And so I end where I began, with my
appreciation qfthe writing process as a communal activity.
Thank you to Sara, Eric, Ellie, and Padre for comments on earlier drafts of this article. If anyone else has
any questions or comments about this article, I can be
reached at ktrudeau@gc.cuny.edu.

BEING A WRITING FELLOW
By Geraa;-d. Dapena
y experience.as a CUNY Writing Fellow is, perhaps, a little unusual, for I was hired midway
through the academic year. This is, however, not an
uncommon occurrence. Positions can -suddenly open for a
variety of reasons.
Writing Fellows that deposit in the fall are not eligible. to
continue in the spring. Moreover, other· Fellows may with' draw from their programs or may be barred from registering
because they have not fulfilled their department's requirements. In fact, I was contacted by the English department at
LaGuardia Community College in January, just as I was
about to resume my duties as a Graduate Teaching Fellow at
Bronx Community College, because one of the above sce1
narios wa~ unfolding and they were seektng a last-minute
replacement.
My interview was cordial. I submitted a writing sample
in advance of our meeting, and on ·my visit to LaGuardia I
was asked a few questions about the pedagogical thinking
behind my use of writing in the classroom ..! believe that my
teaching -experience at a community college worked _in my
favor, as did the fact that I had regularly assigned writing in
my art history and· film appreciation courses. Although I had
- nqt listed LaGuardia among my original choices, mostly
because I was unfamiliar with its campus and· had no idea
, how accessible the school is from most points- in Manhattan,
I had ,marked a box allowing GSUC staff to forward my
application to other colleges.

M

It has been a nearly a year since I began my tenure as a
CUNY Writing Fellow.' It seemed daunting at first, since I
had not been through the Summer Institute, the week-long
training session that fellows beginning in the fall are required
to attend. Gradmtlly, I found my footing and became conversant with key concepts like "low-stake" . and high-stake"
assignments.
Perhaps m,y greatest challenge was stepping in to replace
a fellow who had worked closely with two faculty members
in the Social Sciences, helping them to revise their syllabi so
that writing would play a more central role in their courses.
The process whereby faculty initially resistant to, or unversed
in, the theory behind Writing Across the Curriculum or WID
initiatives are won over to the cause can be fraught with
apprehension, skepticism, and tension. It requires trust on
both sides, the teacher and the writing fellow. Otherwise, the
experience can be very unpleasant and frustrating. And here
I was, a stranger to both professors, unfamiliar with their
respective disciplines, aQd yet charged with the task of aiding
them in their first journey down the bumpy, uncertain road of
writing-intensive teaching.
Tutoring students at the Writing Center is another of my
major tasks, orie that all writing fellows at LaGuardia must
devote time to. It is perhaps the one assignment' that most of
us resisted at first, and yet I think it has proved very helpful.
For one, it has put us directly in contact with students and
made us aware
the range of written assignments. that stu-

of

dents are routinely asked to complete in their different disciplines. We have also been able to see firsthand the most common problems (i.e., grammar, organization, lack of a proper
thesis, faulty citations etc.) that students must work through
and overcome in order to graduate and move on. Most of all,
we have come to understand how important it is fo properly
and carefully structure and word an assignment. Otherwise,
all but the brightest of students fail to giye their best. This is
a fundamental lesson that we can bring to our assigned facult)'. members as they struggle to reconceive their syllabi, as
well as- to our own personal teaching.
Other than that, the weekly conversations on pedagogy
with our mentors, Marian Arkin, Jack Gantzer, John Henry
Davis, and Nancy Erber; have been the gr$!atest bonus ofmy
stint as a,CUNY Writing Fellow. Workshops and seminars on
different methods of incorporating and grading written
assignments, from freewriting and quizzes ,to formal essays
and research papers, have radically altered my own approach
to the subject. Informal exchanges with other writing fellows
on the topic of Writing Across the .Curriculum have further
expanded my understanding of the role that writing can play
in developing and sharpening critical thinking among our
students, and have deepened my commitment to the idea that
writing can actually foster learning. In the end, being a
CUNY Writing Fellow has become more than a job; it has
blossomed into an ongoing process of academic and personal self-discovery.
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By Jason Schulman
Stephen Eric Bronner. Socialism Unbound. Second
Edition. Boulder: Westview Press, 2000. 233 pp.

but he never deserved the scorn that the Communist is justified because it seeks to lead the masses to
movement heaped upon him. He was never pro-imperi- socialism, a view that became twisted in thoralist, and unltke most of his rivals he grasped that "a oughly grotesque ways under Stalin. A new
n the February 2001 issue of Monthly Review, social democratic party without a sense of socialism internationalist class politics is needed, Bronner
social critic Adolph Reed Jr. criticizeS' -in refer- would soon degenerate into just another party and that argues, but its politics will ,have little in comence to the late Oliver Cox - tbe "teleological the communist·attempt·to construct socialism without mon with Lenin's.
faith in capitalism's inevitable replacement by republican commitments would result only in an
While Bronner's critique of Lenin is often
socialism and an apocalyptic notion of revolution as the authoritarian perversion of the idea." Bronner claims it cogent, I would dispute his characterization of
mechanism of millennial change. If the script is already is time for socialists in general to pay their debts to the Bolshevik party as ultra-centralist. For much
written ... then there is little need to puzzle over how to Kautsky, despite the man's mistakes. He makes a good· of its existence, Bolshevik minorities were
get there from here." Indeed, even today in the midst of argument.
allowed to openly argue for their views, even
the new worldwide anti-capitalist movement, there is a
The- legacy of Eduard Bernstein, however, is one· after deciding votes at national conferences.
strong tendency by some socialists to offer a "script" Bronner sees as very problematic. While Bernstein Authoritarian centralism of the sort practiced by
which those in the moyement must "perform" to ensure himself "was no party hack" and "was genuinely pre- most "Marxist-Leninist" parties stems more
success. With the end of Stalinism, these socialists say, occupied with the oppression of working people;' his specifically from the Theses on the.Structure of
we can now simply pick up where we left off when the "evolutionary socialist" philo_sophy proved to be even Communist Parties submitted to the Third
Russian Revolution was betrayed, and the World more economistic than Kautsky's orthodox Marxism, Congress of the Comintern in 1921. Lenin
Revolution will proceed apace.
and in its own way just as_ teleological. Despite the endorsed the Theses, though at the Comintertl's
Stephen Eric Bronner offers a decidedly different obvious economic accomplishments of revisionist Fourth Congress he commented that the resolu"script." The first edition of Socialism Unbound social democracy in Western Europe, it had nothing to tion was "too Russian" and should not have
appeared right before the fall of the Soviet Union, and offer to those engaged in anti-imperialist struggles in been passed. Ultimately it was Zinoviev, far
presented a model of class-struggle politics without the the former colonies. Tliis movement based on the phi- more so than Lenin, who pushed the world
traditional Marxist faith that it was necessarily the his- losophy of"the goal is nothing, the movement is every- Communist movement towards authoritarian
torical mission of the working class to overthrow capi- thing" has degenerated to the point where it is now party structures, even though some of Lenin's
talism. The new edition reaffirms this perspective in reversing its own refprms. The logic of Bernstein's pol- writings do contain justifications for ultra-centhe light of ten years of "counter-reformist" social itics, Bronner nqtes, has now been turned against its tralism within the context-of Czarist Russia.
democracy, postmodernism, rational choice theory, and own reformist eQds. From the start, it was seized upon
The "underground tradition" of Rosa
- most hopefully - the emergence of the new anti-cor- by careerists w1thin· social democracY. who cared noth- Luxemburg, claims Bronner, is the stream of
porate-globalization movement. Bronner's mission is ing about class-conscioosness (the structurahlefinitiorr socialist thought and activity most signific~
less to envision crpost-capitalfst' seoiety-tnarl-to-p:reV1de----o~.6,iolassJ.l..itsolf.beiftg-abandenett,,el';"'ttlfimat~f--..cont.e.Dlpor;u:)wo.i:as:lic.als-~Qi;),y./:i_, 11f. ~
a "class ideal" to regulate struggles for reform in the ism, except in the sense of "socialism" being what nationalism and imperialism, desl)i~ theil:
present, and to insisf upon the idea of leftist politics in Bronner describes as ''the achievement of incremental flaws, contest "the still popular attempts tu iden.,.
"what has often enough been called an anti-political reforms through calculable compromises with the party tify the left with national or ethnic aspirations."
age." On most counts, he succeeds - and provides a as broker." Social 9emocracy's embrace utilitarian She put the long-term interests of the movement
comprehensive history of the socialist movement in the rationality and lack of firm principles has· led to a "neo- before short-te_rm momentary g~ins while also
process.
revisionism" with no serious commitment to reform rejecting rig'id organizational schemas and vanPerhaps surprisingly for. one who declares complicit in facilitating capitalist globalization.
' guardism. By stressing working-class selfMarxism to be "dead as a political worldview" ~ecause
Lenin, too, receives fairly harsh treatment by empowerment over the temporary needs of any
"its teleological guarantees of the unf9ldfng of history Bronner, even as he draws a sharp distinction between party, she became a heretic in both the social
have lost their material foundations," Bronner elo- Lenin and his Stalinist successors. Bronner recognizes democratic and communist. movements. The
quently defends the democratic credentials of Marx the "legitimate reasons for the appeal of Leninism strategy she.put forth in Mass Strike, Party, and
and Engels. Unlike "Marxologists" who treat them as if among the most wretched of the earth" - the colonized Trade Unions, writes Bronner, "took the demothey merely writers, Bronner stresses Marx's and - and despite •its empirical errors, Bronner acknowl- cratic impulse within orthodox Marxism to its
Engels' political activities, particular1y in the First .edges the explanatory power of Lenin's theory of impe- moSt radical conclusion" and "confronted [the]
International, while disproving anarchist accusations· of rialism. Unlike Stalin, Lenin truly wished "to link the artificial , diS tinction be~ween the econ?~c
"Marxist authoritarianism" and noting that Marx, bourgeois struggle against imperialism with the prole- struggle of the trade umons and the political
unlike Karl Kautsky or Lenin, "never identified any tarian struggle against capitalism." But Lenin's notion Struggle of the part~."
particular political organization with the ultimate inter- of the vanguard party as the embodiment of "true"
Lux~mburg actively opp?sed the crackpot
ests of the working class." M4rx 's analysis of the com- working class consciousness was in its very essence pragmatism that engulfed social de?1ocracy: ~nd
modity form and the trend towards concentration of substitutionist Bronner contends as Lenin did not see th0ugh she supported the Bolshevik revolution,
capital remain highly relevant, writes Bronner, even if any need to i~stitutionally check the arbitrary use of she wa~ ~rescient .in her c~i~ique of _the
the end of capitalism and rise of socialism now seems power by the party in power. And despite the· radical Bolsheviks s_up~ressi~~ of political plura!is~
far less "inevitable" than they did in Marx's lifetime.
democratic veneer of The State and Reyolution never and democratic nghts. All power to the soviets
Bronner's take on Karl Kautsky and Second onc.e in that pamphlet does Lenin outline an' actual devol~ed into "_a!l power: to the CommuniSt
International "orthodox" Marxism is genuinely fasci- political conflict that might arise inside the ·state of Party - a political choice that. Luxemburg
nating. Bronner acknowledges that -Kautsky was an workers' councils or how the councils are·to relate to argued was not th e only one possible, even as
economic determinist, more positivist than dialectical. the party.
'
~h~ ackno"'.'ledged t~at commun~st terror was
But ironically, "with ·its claims reg_arding the
Lenin's thought leads to the conclusion that just·as mtim~tely !iep to social _democratic b~P.tc:t
'inevitable' revolution, orthodox Marxism actually the form of government does.not matter in a capitalist Despite ':h~t he consi?ers_ ?er romahticis~,
spurred. political activity by int~nsifying the desire of state, as every such state _is merely "the dictatorship of B~~nner ~n~iSt8 on mamtammg Luxemburg s
workers to bring socialism into existence mort: quick- the bourgeoisie," so too does the govemm~ntal struc- cntrtal sp~nt today.t
. .
.
ly." The heyday of the Second International was the ture not matter in a workers' state· it can be democratThe f mal chap er of Socialism Unbound is
only time in which theory and practice, reform and rev- ic or authoritarian, depending on ~hich form cart best t~e mos~ heavily revised from its ~riginal. ediolution, political democracy and socialist transforma- subjugate counterrevolutionaries and "~xpress the 110~· I_n it, B_r?nn~r attempts to outlme a viable
tion were all connected in a mass movement. Kautsky 'true' needs of the JVorking class." Lenin in power sociahst ·pohtlcs ma world.where both evolumay have been wrong on. many matters, says Bronner, asserted "historical privilege:': whatever the party does
continued on next page
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tionary and revolutionary hopes have been
dashed and the old "proletarian public sphere"
has been squashed by the culture of the market.
If we cannot see socialism, or even the "final
crisis" of capitalism, as in any sense inevitable
or even likely, we are required to recover the
ethical spirit of socialism as a protest against
oppression, and put forth a "class ideal" which
can overcome the fragmentation of p~ogressive
movements. Bronner should be applauded for
stressing that sexism, racism, and homophobia
are working class issues; he does not counterpose class politics and "identity" politics in his
search for a leftist universalism. In the absence
of an active "revolutionary agent" in the traditional sense, socialism must be redefined, as
Bronner has said elsewhere, "as a practice intent
upon mitigating the whip of the market through
the state and abolishing the exercise of arbitrary
power by the state." In opposition to social democratic and ex-communist embracing of neoliberalism, socialists should engage in a politics of
radical reform from below, even if there is no
guarantee that our efforts will ultimately lead to
a post-capitalist world.
Bronner is correct that if we lack the sense
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that history is on ·our side, socialism - as opposed to
"non-ideological" reformism - becomes a matter of
ethical commitment. But some aspects of Bronner's
"radical realist" approach I quibble with. Even if we
cannot promise the emancipated society, Y-1e do need at
least a realistic outline of what it might be like, if only
as a means of motiv<J.tion; we should still demand a
society beyond capitalism even if we cannot guarantee
its arrival. Further~ in stressing the limits of central
planning and the need for market mechanisms to meet
consumer needs, Bronner fails to consider that various
socialist economists have outlined the possibility of
decentralized planning (admittedly often combined
with forms of market exchange). And while it is true
that the old vision of the "soviet republic" cannot well
sustain pluralism or civil liberties, I am not so sure that
there is no alternative to the liberal republican state. We
should hardly sneer at "mere representative democracy" after a century of fascism and Stalinism, but
Bronner does not discuss the possibility of a gradual
transition to a more decentralized, more "stateless"
order in a post-capitalist economy, as he fears that considering socialism as "the absolute other" can only lead
to marginalization. Well, perhaps. This is why we need
to envision, in the late Daniel Singer's words, a realistic utopia - a "relative other," an imperfect world but

=J-7-

one free frorri the rule of the market.
Finally, Bronner implies that ecological destruction
can be halted and reversed within capitalism, provided
there is sufficient action by states and international
organizations against the market. To what degree this
can be accomplished short of the abolition of capitalism is an open question. John Bellamy Foster may be
right: environmental revolution requires social revolution. Of course, measures must be taken to stave off the
planet's d~vastation even if a sharp break with capit&-1ism is not something can expect for the foreseeable
future. But there will be significant limits to how far
"sensible environmental policy" can go absent the victory of a movement to fully socialize nature and production. Utopia, so to speak, may in fact be a necessity.
Quibbles aside, Socialism Unbound is an important
and insightful work of socialist history and political
theory. Stephen Eric Bronner is to be commended for
explicating what socialism has been and what it must
become. The new global anti-capitalist movement will
hopefully live up to his class ideal and ethic of democratic accountability, and become popular enough to
begin the process of re-inverting our inverted world.

THE UGLY FIVE LETTER WORD
By Jason Schulman

---------------------------

---------------------------

Michael Zweig. The JYor/dJJg Class A:fajorit.y.:._..J)QY.,~I:,jT). ~Y.S fc;i.l)lili¥ 1:_Q !12<.?.st~2rker~J>erh_aps
~erica '.s Best Kept Secret. Ithaca and London: most edifying - though hardly new - is Zweig's
Cornell University Press, 2000.
attack on common notions of the "underclass,"
notions based on the refusal to define the poor
ike many an American leftist and labor as a section of the working class, common to
activist before him, Michael Zweig is both conservative and liberal views of the poor
out to remind most of our nation's peo- as "other." And in response to mainstream evalple that they belong to an entity called uations of the "culture of poverty," he argues
"the working class." They are not "middle that those "unfamiliar with the daily life
class," a definition based solely on income imposed by poverty have a hard time underwhich obscures the power relations of capitalist standing the life circumstances that often make
society. Indeed, class, says Zweig, is a matter of 'the culture of poverty' a reasonable set of
power.
behaviors."
A labor economist and lucid writer, Zweig
Thankfully, Zweig's stress on class politics
offers a Marxist-derived (though not precisely does not lead to a shrill denunciation of "identiMarxist) view of class bereft of the usual phrase- ty" movements. He acknowledges that moveology. He presents a three-class model of socie- ments for liberation from racism, sexism, and
ty: the.capitalists at the top who own and control homophobia have "positively reinforced one
the big businesses; the "real" middle class of another" and "extended the bounds of freedom
small business owners, managers, supervisors and equality throughout society, including for
and professionals with greater independence white men" - indeed, white men ·of all classeS'.
than workers but less power than the corporate Unlike sorae on the left•, Zweig "does not retreat
elite; and the working class majority, 62% of the frem support ofrace- and gend€r-based affirmaTfs. population, with little-to-no power ·on f!ie . tive action. He supports the call for an affirmajob - and relative vulnerability "in the mar~~t, in tive action for the economically disadvantagedpolitics and culture" as well.
but not as a substitute for programs based on
Zweig acknowledges that people can be in race and gender. ''A working class movement,"
ambiguous class positions, and one's class posi- Zweig rightfully warns, "that focuses only on
tion can change over time, though those who are the injuries of class will ignore the many injuries
born into the working class are still more likely people suffer in other aspects of their lives."
to stay there than to climb up to the professions.
The politics of Zweig's book are implicitly
Though he focuses only briefly on the middle socialist. But while Zweig has no kind words for
class, he notes the importance of the "proletari- capitalism - and makes a strong_case against
anizaton of the professionals," who are increas- privatization and for the social wage - he makes
ingly experiencing the raw face of capitalist no explicit argument for expropriating the capi-

L

talist class. He limits himself to explaining how
"market values" conflict with genuine "family
values," and stressing the need for the working
class to once again place limits on the power of
capitalists and market forces. Within this framework, Zweig is still able to argue from a radical
viewpoint, rooting ethics in a class perspective
and calling for greater social control over investment and "crucial business decisions." He
stresses the need for the unions "to carve out a
presence in broadcasting again" and offer "associate membership for participation in broad
social movements." While acknowledging the
difficulties involved, he has hopes for the Labor
Party of Tony Mazzocchi, though he's willing to
see if it is indeed possible to make the
Democratic Party a genuine organ of working
class power. In any case, Zweig argues that "the
labor movement must be bigger than the union
movement, and organized beyond it" if it is to
truiy represent the whole of the working class
and be politically effective.
Despite his refusal to use the "s wor9;'' The
Working Class Majority is an excellent introduc- ·
tion to the sort of politics Jhqt SQ.cialists and progressives in general should be promoting.
Anyone seeking to understand the basics of class
struggle politics - and escape the mainstream,
non-structural definition of class - should read
this book.
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Jason Schulman is a student in the political
science department, has written for New Politics
and Z Magazine, and is a member of CUNY
Democratic Socialists ofAmerica.
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By Kristiiil1fwler
o much changed for me this fall. Like a lot of people, I found the PSC is actively courting the input and activism of graduate students in
myself taking stock of my life and my goals after that awful this fight - we can build on the union as a force for resistance and transTuesday morping in September. Unfortunately, I found that a formation at CUNY and beyond. It's a great opportunity for us to take,
pretty big piece just didn't seem to matter enough: the adjunct and the moment has never been more important. As everyone probably
organizing I'd been doing for several years. As I watched the towers burn knows by now, this semester the PSC began deducting a fee equal to union
and fall that morning, sitting on my roof in Brooklyn, shocked, in horror, dues (1 % of gross salary) from the paychecks of all part-time faculty. The
I felt the priorities of my whole life crystallize. Certainly my geography objective of this new policy was to bring CUNY's nearly 7,000 partof good and evil doesn't match George Bush's - still, I have one, always timers into the union as full members, transforming the PSC from a union
have, and it kicked me right in the ass that day. I've been pondering it all for diminishing numbers of full-time faculty, to one that fosters solidarithe days since, including the day two weeks later that I gave birth to my ty and collective action among all of us.
son. Violence and nonviolence, hate and love, oppression and freedom,
And the policy is working - thousands of part-timers are flooding into
horror and joy, the closed and the open, the creative and the destructive ... the union as we speak. These are graduate students, independent intelThese are the forces. I know which side I'm on, which side I want to fectuals, poets, writers, artists, activists - the voices that America needs to
spend my life building. And in this battle of the Titans, what of getting hear from now. As we fight for a living wage and benefits and a decent
little union cards signed?
professional future, we fight too for the open space that the university
Not much. It just didn't seem that important. I mean, sure, part-time provides for free speech, academic debate, political action, and critical
faculty are exploited. So what? Hell, we're not grieving loved ones or thinking. I'd say we need this space now more than ever.
Afghan refugees and we're certainly not firefighters. Here's the message,
If you teach at CUNY and you haven't joined the union yet, call the
I thought, one I've tried to spread for three years now - working as a GTF Adjunct Project at 817-7890 and find out how to get involved in the
or an adjunct is a bum deal, all around. The pay stinks, the benefits are action.
slim to none, and the more we do it, the fewer full-time jobs there are
in the university. People can make more money doing something else.
And we should. When we stop taking these crap-ass jobs, they'll disappear. Period. What more can I say? Now onto the big stuff.
But as soon as I took my sense of the dramatic (fully justified, for
once) "onto the big stuff," after all the memorials and the tears and the
missing posters-and--the-peaee-maich~d=i,~~~~;-ago-,;...
- _...,.._,,,..._......,.,,;;;;;;;;;;;;;
I found myself where I was on September 10: at CUNY, and in the
union. And these institutions are no less important for me than they
were before that God-forsaken day. In fact, they've taken on added significance in the weeks since. As the logic of war ancl violence and
oppression that brought those buildings down escalates in response to
·we·warehouse class material
the tragedy, sowing the seeds of ever more horrific consequences int,kllded and unintende.d - I :(a.und myself searching for a "movement,
Rush
for those who, like me, see this time as Holdetlin might have: "Where
All bindings
the greatest crisis is, so grows the saving power." Lucky for me, I didn't have to look far. The Graduate Center held a forum, and so did the
unfon; the Professfonal Staff Congres&;- and aHhe peaee.'marches and
the vigils ancl lhimeefings· I -saw "frrends I kJ!ew fronr both places.
as i0wAnd as I 1ooKt!ctloi"~ -burgeoning -peace-movemenfI fmu1d it
growing- on· campuses all around the country. Looking for informed
---~~•~-'=• •
debate and discussion and critical thinking, I found it in the classroom.
And it became more clear than ever to me that the space of the university is one that simply must be defended, expanded, and transformed.
It has been under attack for years, not least because it provides just
such a critical space. Ifwe-'re·to have any chance ofTesi_sting f]le p'Qlic~.
jnhs-·to at:
state of permanent war that some would like this country to be, we need
sales@wholesalecopies.com
the university to be more than the tiered degree factory that it's turning
into. We need professors .whe, have the time and fi:e.edom to.J:hink..and
to write and to present an ·alternative vision to the one on TV, and .to
WHDL~~Al!E ~Q~IpS, INC.
help students fi'nd their own, original, critical voices. The adjunotifi..,.,
cation of the university is an attack on our ability to do this, in the name
1 East 2sth Street, 4th Floor
of the bottom line that ultimately drives the whole system of violence.
And although I could just leave and make more money - well, doing
just about anything, I choose to stay and fight. And how do we fight?
Through the union.
The PSC is dedicated to maintaining CUNY as an open space, in
the face of ever scarier crackdowns on free speech and civil liberties.
Adequate funding for CUNY and a decent contract for its professors
are the basics that can rebuild the City University into the vibrant intel- lectual center of dissent that it once was. This is the PSC's fight. And
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